Abstract. In recent years, due to the network virus, hacker is rampant which is a great threat to network security. This paper use features of the satellite modem construction the unidirectional physical transmission channel which has the error correcting capability, And on this basis, Through the establishment of the software transmission channel, the paper realizes the one-way transmission of the file data, And at same time through the development of appropriate security transmission mechanism, Solved the integrity and reliability of the transmitted file data in the unidirectional transmission environment, realization the Information from the public network transmit to confidential network and also prevents the secret network information leak to the public network.
Introduction
Computer network brings great convenience to people's work and life, but also brings the problem of information security. In recent years, due to the increasing number of viruses and hackers caused by the leak has gradually increased trend. It pose a great threat to the security of the military and other confidential units. This has attached great importance to the relevant departments [1] , At present, in some secret department, in order to prevent leaks through the computer network, Most departments have adopted the external and the internal physical isolation measures [2] . This really fundamentally eliminate the hidden dangers of network interconnection but face the difficult to requirement of data exchange. file transfer, information sharing in the actual application process, People have to use recordable CD-ROM which is the original method to realize the internal network and external network data exchange. This is not only a waste of resources and the efficiency of the extreme low also seriously affect the daily work to carry out.
How to solve the Public network data transmit to the internal network, and also can prevent the internal network data leakage to the Public network. This problem is one of the research hotspots in the field of information security. At present there are a number of molding technology and products [3] [4], But because of the receiver and transmitter of one-way transmission during simplex communication, cannot construct Error feedback mechanism, As a result, most of the systems have the problems of poor stability and high transmission error rate. So we designed a kind of unidirectional transmission system based on satellite modem, The system uses the function characteristic of satellite modem to construct a unidirectional physical transmission channel with channel error correcting capability [5] . The system not only meets the requirements of the one-way transmission, but also solves the problems of poor stability and high error rate of the general transmission system.
The overall design of the system structure
The unidirectional file transfer system introduced in this paper which is in order to achieve the purpose of transferring the file data from the public network to the specified secret network. So the system is composed of two parts, the sending end and the receiving end. System overall design content can be divided into two parts, hardware architecture design, software architecture design.
System hardware architecture design, mainly for the construction of one-way transmission to provide the physical channel. According to the system requirements, the system physical hardware consists of the sending end data server, the receiving end data server, the sending modulator and receiving demodulator, PCI data interface card, PCI data acquisition card and so on. The software design of the system based on the system hardware architecture, Through software programming the logical channel is established to realize the unidirectional transmission of the file. Software is composed of sending end program and receiving end program. In addition, due to the characteristics of the system hardware channel with no feedback, so it is necessary to design a set of security transmission mechanism. When the data packet is lost, the hardware transmission channel failure It can not only alarm device channel failure, but also can check the data content. In order to achieve when the data loss and other phenomena, can complete the retransmission of the missing data files in little manual intervention.
Hardware architecture
In this paper, the hardware architecture of the one-way transmission system is designed as shown in the figure above. the sending end data server is connected with the outer network. The receiving end server is connected with the internal network. When there is outer network to the Intranet data transfer requirements, Sending end read file, according to the system design data protocol to cut the file to pieces and packing the file data pieces，Then the package data frame is transmitted through the data interface card to the transmission modulator. Then the data stream is modulated and encoded by transmit modulator and eventually converted to TTL signal to send. At the receiving end demodulation and decoding of the received signal by the receiver demodulator, After demodulation and decoding, the data is received by the receiving end data acquisition card. Then receive data server to complete the processing of the data collected, to restore the original file data.
Because in the process of data transmission Whether it is a data file or data signals are only one-way transmission there are no reverse return path, So the system completely avoid the risk of internal network data leakage, In addition, due to the data transmission process, we have a encoding and modulation through the demodulator, and the modulation, encoding, level values and other emission parameters can be set according to the actual needs of the actual demand. So the system can correct the error of the most easily generated burst error during the unidirectional transmission. Both meet the requirements of one-way transmission and ensure the stability and reliability of transmission.
Software architecture
According to the above mentioned system hardware network to determine the environment, The system software can be divided into two main parts, the sending end program and the receiving end program. Sending end program and receiving end program using protocol virtual link mode to achieve data transmission. The sending end program checks whether there is a file in the directory for the specified storage path. When there is a file, Sending program to send the contents of the file in a specific data format, When the receiving program receives the packet, The receiving program restores the data packets to a file and stores it in a specific data format to the specified directory.
As shown in Figure 2 , the main modules of the system and file data transfer process is: 1） The users of the data sending end according to the needs send the file to specified directory through the FTP and according to the need to establish a corresponding sub directory to distinguish different application requirements; 2） The main program of sending end through the document retrieval module to check the file from sending file storage directory, If find the file, then extract the file information and write file information into management module. Among them, the file information including file size, file storage address, users pre allocation of virtual link number, file attribute information etc; 3） The sending end file data encapsulation module obtains the sending file information from the file information management module and read file data, According to the data transmission protocol, package the data segmented into frames, There are three kinds of file data frames: Start frame, data frame and end frame. Start frame is the start flag for file transfer, It contains the basic information of the file being transferred. 4） The receiving end of the main program through the file data acquisition module to obtain the data package then check data package, If the packet is correct according to the transmission protocol of data packet split then access file data, and the data is written to the file directory for temporary storage. 5） When the receiving end main program receives the end frame, According to the virtual link number of the data frame and the file user information and the storage path which are acquired by the file information management module, Specify storage for files. 6） If the file data frame CRC check failed so the file transfer failed, The system sends the file information to failed file list. The receiving program will reported the failed file ID and failed file user link number to the system administrator, Prompt the user to resend the file. 7） The system administrator will resend the failed file information to the transmitter and Send retransmission command then the sending end program retrieves the file from the sent file storage directory and send it again.
System data transmission protocol
In the OSI open interconnection reference model, The application layer communication protocol is responsible for the precise definition of the communication control information and the interpretation of the both parties. The sender can encapsulate information into specific packet format according to the agreement . Eventually the serial bit stream is transmitted over the network. After the data packet is received by the receiving party, the bit stream is parsed into localized data according to the protocol.. So as to obtain the original information sent by the other party, In order to improve the transmission efficiency of the system, we design a special transmission protocol based on the OSI open interconnection model with the characteristics of one-way, non feedback and other practical features. According to the overall design ideas, the system data transmission protocol will be designed to transmit the data packets into the following: The system frame synchronization, file data transfer start frame, file data transfer middle frame and file data transfer end frame.
Data frame type and format definition
1 System synchronization frame: System synchronization frame with fixed virtual link number 0x00 as channel identifier, This frame sent at fixed time intervals, Used to detect line fault alarm, Timing synchronous signal packet, Reporting the status of the sender, Let the receiving end of the sending end of the main program to send a basic understanding of the situation..
File data start frame:
This frame is the file data start transmission indicator, The frame is marked by a frame type indication 0xOA, This frame informs the receiver to start receiving the file, and to provide information on the attributes to be file, such as file name, file size, creation time, etc.
3 File data middle frame: The frame is marked by a frame type indication 0xOB, for the transmission of file data, data block maximum length is fixed.
3 File data end frame: The frame is marked by a frame type indication 0xOC, Indicates the end of the file send.
Data frame transmission timing
As mentioned above data frames can be broadly divided into file data and synchronization data in the whole data transmission process. And when the file data transfer, A packet is not possible to complete the transfer of the whole file, therefore data must be transmitted in a fixed length, In order to facilitate the realization of the system, the double channel has been divided into file transmission channel, synchronous signaling transmission channel, different channel divided by the virtual link., Specific data transmission timing as shown in the following figure: 
Conclusions
In this paper, a new design scheme of one-way transmission system is presented. The scheme using the features of satellite modem constructed a with error correcting capability of unidirectional physical transmission channel, and on this basis, through the software to establish logical transmission channel, so as to realize the data file one-way no feedback transmission, and at same time as the system transport protocol is simple and efficient, and the channel error correction decoding mechanism is introduced in the physical channel, so it is more stable and reliable than the previous one, and has good practical value.
